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REGIONAL DIRECTOR'S REPORT
Hello!
It's two weeks until the first Canadians leave for Cebu. I really want to

thank Doug Lewis for taking on the job of National Team Organizer. Doug
volunteered back in March to handle confirming the slots, he then took on
the job of organizing the flights for the almost 50 Canadians heading to the
Philippines. I know you're now asking; what's this about 50? We initially
only got 22 slots, but a few more trickled in and plenty of spouses are
going, and you should note that Canada is lucky enough to have the
President and many IROA members who will be working at the World shoot.
Back to Doug. He worked out all the flight arrangements for these people,
co-ordinated permits, and the most daunting effort - coordinated the
ammunition shipment. It's been a full time job that I wouldn't wish on
anyone. Thanks again, Doug.
Your next DILIGENTIA will be spelling out how well we fared in Cebu. I'm
sure, looking at the fine athletes that are going, that it will be an impressive
roster of accomplishments. Stay tuned.
We're almost at the end of another year. it's been a good one. Great
turnout at the Nationals, the Worlds, and plenty of positive press. In Ontario,
the Ottawa Citizen wrote a full 3 pages on IPSC last month . It was a very
positive article that appeared in a Saturday issue. The hosting club had a
line up of possible members the following day. Ontario also did some
footage for Global television that all of your Section Coordinators received
for redistribution. Positive press, hopefully will keep our numbers up in
these times when it's so hard to attract people to the shooting sports.
The new rule book is still being tossed around in discussion. As
anticipated, it has plenty of changes. Your NEC has been involved in
sending comments, both critical and positive off to the rules committee. It's
impossible for me to list changes here, so I'll just say that whatever gets
decided, this book is going to be far easier to run a match from. The
descriptions are easier to read and interpret and therefore will be less RO
discretion required, causing less inconsistency in officiating.
That's the highlights these days. DVC.
Sean.
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EDITORIAL
Yes, DILIGENTIA is less than timely, again. I may have to make that my
opening line for every issue. To date, October 0799, 1 have received information
from NB, AB, BC and NROI and labels from ON, AB and BC. Makes for a very
thin publication that is difficult to deliver. But, fear not. Your resourceful Editor
will produce something that will be worth the value you pay for the D1LIGENTIA.
We are coming up to the World Shoot Xli. Some very interesting rumours
floating around. I can hardly wait for the teams to return with their tales of
success and the goings on. A new Rule Book, No. 14 is in gestation, DOB Oct
31.99, Happy Halloween! For those of you who have not seen it, take the time
to get a copy off the internet. Interesting where we have come from since the
first World Assembly I attended in 1980 where the first formal set of rules were
developed.
Six classifers stages for the 2k year came across my desk recently. It would
appear that speed shelves will be taking over from speed holsters. Half the
stages do NOT include a draw. Things to make us say, "Hmmmm?".
Ranges! What a nightmare. For how many years have the gun clubs in
Canada been driving lead downrange and no one gets hurt, either on or off
the ranges. The Feds decide it is a big issue - you know, like breast cancer,
heart disease, SIDS, lung cancer, etc. - and they start to dump cubic dollars
into firearms rather than where that money would be better spent.
The following information was received from CILA, an organzation of which
IPSC Canada is a member.
"In 1994, the mortality figure was actually 1209, with 975 being suicides
that are largely unpreventable. The remaining 224 include police shooting
criminals in the line of duty, biker gang deaths and drug-related shootings.
From 1400, this leaves about 75 firearms deaths of normal Canadians, or
.0004 of the 200,000 deaths annually.
In the interest of saving lives and to place matters into proper perspective,
responsible firearms owners ask: "Shouldn't the $3.5 billion being wasted on
gun registration for no gain be redirected toward saving
78,573 Canadians who die annually from circulation disorders,
58,311 from cancer,
18,342 from respiratory ailments,
7,679 from digestive diseases,
4,673 from mental disorders,
3,749 from suicides,
3,463 from motor vehicles,
2,347 from falls,
1,628 from HIV,
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729 from drownings,
668 from accidental poisonings,
596 from homicides and
212 from surgical misadventures, as opposed to
75 gun deaths?"
The Government has proven, over decades, they cannot seem to learn
that those who legally use firearms, are NOT the problem. Firearms
owners are the most PRO-FIREARMS CONTROL people in Canada.
11 t I The only caveat is it must be REASONABLE FIREARMS
II .I;j CONTROLS. Now the ranges are no longer safe. In fairness,
the shooting community has been extremely lucky not to have
¶f
had injuries outside its ranges. The timing and implementation
II I II
of these new guidelines seems draconian. I know that on
I
1
the West Coast, a number of clubs had portions of their
II I 1
facilities closed because they did not come up to
:I
specifications, prior to the December 01 .1999
implementation date. Things are starting to turn a bit
I
and both sides of the issue seem to realize there
f1
are some very realistic goals they can both meet.
It will change the face of our sport, but, understand,
IPSC is NOT going to go away because of this.
Think differently about stage design and it is still
the same game.
Please notice that we have new sponsors and some of our long time are
still with us. Be certain to thank these people when you see them. More
importantly, tell them you saw their advertisements in D1L1GENTIA.
The first Y2K issue of DILIGENTIA, the next issue, is about to be a reality.
I am very interested to see if the Y2K hype turns out to be all smoke and
mirrors or if there will be any substance to it. Could be a great reason why the
next DILIGENTIA is late.
DVC
Murray "DOC" Gardner
Editor
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SECTION REPORTS
At press time the finishing touches to the 1999
I PSC-NB Provincials are being put in place. The
Site of the 1994 Nationals will host the Provincials
this
year. Over 40 shooters including a record
TMIM
number of female shooters are expected to attend
NEW
the 2 day event planned for September 18 & 19 in
BRUNSWICKSaint John. The 1999 AGM will be held on Saturday
evening featuring a supper meeting.
Three (3) IPSC-NB Members(Jamie Knowles, Peter Dean & Jon Gould)
will be attending the Worlds later in the fall and our best wishes to them and
the rest of the Canadian Team and Shooters.
The Training Director Reports a busy Fall & Winter are planned with both
Black Badge and Range Officers Courses being offered in several area around
the Picture Province. Also refresher courses on the new 14th Rules are planned.
The 14th Edition Rule Book was recently received and the first reactions
seemed to be positive. It will be interesting to see these new rules applied to
matches in the future.
The Fall & Winter Seasons are shaping up with a New Club (Eagle Sports)
becoming active in South Eastern New Brunswick. Indoor Range Schedule
will be annouced as some as final details become available.
In closing I would again like to wish all the Canadian Team & Shooters the
Very Best of Luck at the Worlds in Cebu.
G.D. (Gerry) Calhoun
Section Coordinator
PSC-NB

SUPPORT OURADVFRTIS1RS... ..
MLLTHE M YOU S
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NOVA SCOTIA
(EDITOR'S NOTE: From the NS Section newsletter, Double Tap (name
p/a gerized from BC, but with permission?):

Special mention to Sean Hansen for taking care of the administration details,
Fred Hansen for assembling an awesome prize table, Bob MacDonald, Dale
Proctor, Paul Armitage, Graham and Mary Lou Corkum, Mort McDonell and
all the others that helped to design and build stages, and last but not least, an
extra big thanks to Laurie McNeil who did his usual excessive amount of
work, but was not able to attend the match.
Congratulations to Bob MacDonald for unseating me as Standard Division
Champion.. .to Sean Hansen for retaining his Section Open Title for the 5th
time out of the last 7 years. The Atlantic Cup has gone back to New Brunswick
again.
RO Corner - Sean Hansen, RO Instructor
Inclement Weather
"...and rarely need to use the dreaded bags,..." (It is a VERY SLOW newsday
here for the Editor, therefore I am filling space by making the following
observation on bags. YOU DON'T EVER NEED THEM! On the Wet Coast,
we quit using bags years ago. Thanks to Gary Wright - that last name can be
annoying - who taught us to have enough targets to do target changes before
they collapse. It is a match expense and sometimes those expenses mean
more targets. Sean's article hits the nail on the head about the problems of
bags. No bags, no problems. Yes, you will have to spend more on targets, but
what the heck, that is revenue back to the organization. More importantly, it is
a small thank you to the competitors who came out to your match in the lousy
weather and supported the system.

The

Classic Popper-

has anyone used it

y et?
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CLASSIFIEDS

For Sale
Safe clearing Excercise : Ishapore .308 Win FN, 13 mags etc. (to qualified buyer), 6" S&W
Mod 686, Pachmayr grips, $400 each; Gorgeous Colt .38 Super sine stack race gun. The
laterest 7 port ARMCO stainless comp, PDP4 Tasco on ARMCO mount, 5 10 round mags,
Metaloy frame, blue slide. Full warranty to end ofJune '99 : $2,000
Almost new (Mar.'98) ARMCO 9x40 cal. no-holds-barred open gun. SVI frame, Caspian slide,
Briley barrel, stainless Pro-Comp, C-More on ARMCO mount, ARMCO monster mag well,
CJ grip treatment, all the trick Armco parts, plated finish, lightened and fluted frame, slide,
and comp. Quick, flat shooting and reliable. 8000 rounds since new. Priced with dies, brass.
New blocked hicap SVI mags available. Full warranty until end of June '99. Gunnar
Christensen (250)962-9713 (July 99)
For Sale
.38 Super ARMCO race gun. Checkered and plated Springfield frame, blue Caspian barstock
slide. Briley match bbl, and ARMCO stainless Pro-comp, mag well, ambi safety, Ed Brown SS
bvrtl, extended mag btn, custom grips, triggger, narrowed hammer, new Tasco PDP4 on
ARMCO mount, 4 10 round mags and more. $2,500 OBO. Call Heino 250.8474147(July99)
For Sale
Para-Ordnance P-14-45; new, replaced hammer w/CMC, about 500 rounds, $795.00. Extra
mags, $45 each.
STI .38 Super Hybrid, single side C-More mount, all the goodies, $2350, include C-More,
$2,800.
STI Eagle 5.1, .40 S&W, new bbl., ambi, etc. all the goodies, $2,250.00
Springfield .38 Super w/PDP2 Red Dot sight; Dlask Arms custom Open Division gun; all the
usual bells & whistles; about 10K put through it. Price $1,250;
Tanfoglio custom frame, new, $495.
Tanfoglio 9x21 triple port comp, no electronic sight, but drilled, $750
Will consider trades on all the above. Murray, 604.250.2694 or mgardner@istar.ca . (Oct99)
For Sale
S&W 686; Revolver Chariton Custom, 1" bull bbl., Aimpoint 5000, Holster, 2 speedloaders,
pouch, brass, etc. $1,000.00
Colt .45; blue slide, nickel frame, Wichita sights, Wilson match bbl. for Standard Div. plus
Jarvis single port comp/Barsto bbl., 5 Wilson 8 md. mags, 37 shot mags, 2 holsters, ambi,
CMC hammer/sears, $1,000.00
Para-Ordnance .45; Caspian slide, nickel frame, 2 port Jarvis comp/Barsto bbl., iron sights,
tapped for C-More, CIVIC hammer/sear, ambi, 10 ten shot mags, pouches, Safariland holster,
$2,000, with C-More, $2,150. Lots of other stuff too
ROSS TAYLOR 204.832.6882 (0099)
For Sale
Colt Mark IV 80 Series (EDITOR'S NOTE : no cartridge designated, but I suspect it is .38
Super), Behlert Precision, Clark bbl., ambi, Bomar sights, 2# pivot trigger, 3 port comp., Tasco
Pro-Point 2 by Doc Dot, Red buff mount, 10 mags, extra parts, $1,400.00 or best offer
PAUL ARMITAGE 902.497.5302 (Oct99)
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT COULD BE HERE
MAKING YOU $ FOR THAT NEW GUN

-

YOU CAN'T [lYE WITHOUT!
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IPSC CANADA MERCHANDISE
The National Teams are off to Cebu. Treat yourself to a nifty new shirt and know that you were
responsible for helping send those teams. To order, simply write down what you want and send
it in with sizes, colour, etc. The goods will be sent COD, insured and freight collect within six
weeks. Sometimes we just cannot get what you want, but we will try. With your order, include
your full name, address, city and province, postal code and telephone number. That helps the
goods get to you. Thank you for your support of our athletes as part of the proceeeds go to
our National Teams.

ITEM DESCRIPTION - SIZES : S, M, L, XL, XXL
PRICE
$ 5 IPSC Canada pin
LFC
$40 Golf shirt, Anvil, white, ash, black or royal blue
LFC
$60 Golf shirt, Denim
LFC
$60 Golf shirt, black or white w/grey
LFC
FB
$85 Golf shirt, black or grey, hi grade
LFC
FB
$50 Golf shirt, blue, white or grey, economy
LFC
$50 Shirt, Denim, long sleeve
SLVS
$25 Long sleeve T, ash or black,
SLVS
$40 Kombi Long sleeve turtle neck, white or black turtle
LFC SLVS
$45 Sweat, hooded, white, ash or black
FB LFC
$165 IPSC Canada jacket, black
$25 Cap, oilskin, tan body, navy peak
$20 Cap, cotton, black, red peak
(LFC - left front chest; FB - full embroidered back; SLVS, sleeves)
ALL XXL ADD $3.00 PER ITEM

NEW ITEM! - The IPSC Canada pin - ONLY $5,

plus shipping and taxes

Actually, an old item re-made. This pin is the same as the logo on the front
of DILIGENTIA. It has a white shield with black print and a red maple leaf.
The perfect trading item for taking to international matches.

THE GREAT
CANADIAN
POSTAL MATCH
Bud was good enough to put this together last year I
hoe that he will do it again or this year Editor
VOL 10 No.3
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Our provincials have come and gone Sept 3,4,5,
1999 Our Match Winners were as follows:
Mike Auger OPEN
Stephen Russell STD.
Our JProvincial Champions were
QUEBEC
Nick Manioudakis OPEN
Pascal Sicotte STD
Tara Myers LADY
With 107 people competing we had a good match
with 12 very interesting stages.
Special thanks to all who came to shoot and work.
Our winter season is getting ready to start with 14 matches on the agenda
in our indoor ranges.
We are hoping competitors will come from close and far to shoot these
matches as we have a very diversified team to set up these ranges.
Our membership is now at 115 with another 6 new members starting this
week, still growing.
D.VC.
Barry Case S.C.

41 V

•

IPSC Manitoba held a Range Officer course mid
August/99 with all candidates in attendance
I
successful in achieving the new position of Range
Officer in Manitoba. A number of Range Officers that
been unable to attend the RO/CRO refresher
MANITOBA had
held this spring were also in attendance to again
become current and enjoy the full participation in this sport. Congratulations
to, Les Riddell, Christine Riddell, Mark Miller and Johnny Bernaldo for becoming
Manitoba's newest officials. Welcome back to Danny Bengco, Rene Santos
and Harry Hodgson. This Range Officer course was taught by Gil Rodger
and assisted by Training Co-ordinator, Rob Armstrong. We would like at this
time to congratulate Gil Rodger for fulfilling the requirements to become
Manitoba's newest Level 1 instructor. A lot of time and hard work goes into
attaining this position and Gil has definitely done all required to qualify.
IPSC Manitoba has just held it's first Provincials North of 53, on August 21
and 22. Ron Byer, Penny Mellish and the membership of the Thompson
Handgun Club outdid themselves . All in attendance had a great time, with a
challenging course of fire, great food and a splendid prize table. There were
door prizes and draws galore and the trophies will long be treasured by anyone
who was lucky enough to secure one. As the main industry in Thompson is
VOL. 10 No. 3
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INCO nickel mining is their business the trophies were made from actual
nickel ore and were all unique and one of a kind. Thanks to everyone who
worked so hard to make this match such a success. Rene Santos was the
Open Match Winner, Nelson Doan theStandard Division Match Winner and
Top Lady was Christine Riddell. CONGRATULATIONS ... ...The 2000 IPSC
Manitoba Provincials will be hosted by the Selkirk Handgun Club.
-

-

........

At the Provincials, Manitoba held it's AGM. Some new faces joined the old
tired ones to form the 1999-2000 executive. Staying on for ONE MORE YEAR
is Section Co-ordinator Rob Armstrong. Vice-President will be Gil Rodger,
Sec-Tres.- Bryan DeWet, Winnipeg Rep- Norm Frankfurt, Westman Rep- Les
Riddell, Parklands Rep- Zen Bogoslowski, North of 53rd- Ron Byer, InternetRob Armstrong Jr., Match results co-ordinator- Gil Geske. Thanks to everyone
who has taken on the task of this year's executive, your time and efforts are
very much appreciated.
Manitoba still has a number of outdoor matches scheduled for this fall
season, one in Dauphin (Gilbert Plains), two in Selkirk and the Halloween
Match at Fort La Bosse Gun Club in Virden. Then we usually take a break
until the Christmas season has come and gone. Matches will resume in the
New Year at the Firing Line Indoor Range in Winnipeg
As I assume this will be the last DILIGENTIA of the 1999 year, IPSC Manitoba
executive and members want to wish everyone a Very Merry Christmas and
Much Happiness and Success in the new Millennium. Don't let the Y2K bug
bite I!!! Until the year 2000, all the best from Manitoba.

ji ~ :

All is going well here. Our Provincials were a great
success and congratulations must go out to the folks
down south who put on a great match with a fun
evening's entertainment as well as a great prize table.
For those of you who know "Taz" (Craig) ask him
about "Bom-Bom".
Our 1999\2000 year started of with Qualifier #1, The Gord Davidge Memorial,
(Sept 13th) All those that attended had a good time and a fun match.
Our next Matches are in Lethbridge, a double qualifier Oct 2nd and 3rd.
Following that we will be in doors "God willing" for the winter months.
The Board of directors' wishes, all that are off to the Worlds, the best of luck
in their shooting and a safe and pleasant journey. Remember all that you
leave behind and bring home some great stories for us all.
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Our Jacketed pistol bullets have a hard lead alloy core, with a copper alloy (Brass) jacket. They are made with
precision, inspected, and have excellent accuracy characteristics. Canadian Distributor for Montana Gold Bullet
1 t 10,000

10,000+ parts

9mmI.355 cal/dia. Bullets (small bore)

LIMITED TIME SALE

- 115FMJ and - 124FMJ on sale 10,000 @

- 115 grain FM.J.
-ll5 grain CMJ
115 grain J.H P
- 124 grain F.M.J.
-l24 grain EMJ.-FP
- 124 grain C M.J
124 grain J.H.P
- 130 grain FMJ.
- 135 grain FMJ.
• 147 grain FM.J.

$63.00/ta $5700/1M
$6700/M
$62.00/ta
$6500/ta $60.001M
$63.00/ta $57001ta
$63.00/ta $57001ta
$6700/M
$62.001M
$65001ta $60.00/ta
$65001M $60.00/M
$65.00/M S60 .00/M
$6500/M $60.00IM

- 147 grain C.M.J.

$68.00/M $63-001M

smoom on bulk orders

.38/. 357 cal/dia. Bullets (small bore)
- 125 grain Ft/ti - FR (Canliievered Grove)

S65 00/ta $60.00/N

125 gram C.M.J. (Complete Metal jacket)
- 125 grain J.H.P
(Cantilevered Grove)
- 158 grain FtV(J FR (Cantilevered Grove)

$68.00/M $63.00/M
$68.00/M $63.00/ta
$69.00IM
$64.00/M

.40/10MM .calldia. .400 Bullets (large bore)
155 grain FM.J.
-165 grain FM.J.
- 180 grain EMJ.
- 180 grain C MJ.
- 180 graini.H.R

$72.00/ta $63.00/ta
$72.00IM $63.00/ta
$72.001ta $63.00/ta
$78.00/M $68.00/N
$78-001M $68.00/M

- 200 grain EM.)

$78.00/M $68.00/ta

.45/451 cal/dia. (large bore)
- 185 grain J.H.P
- 200 grain J S.F
-23O grain EMJ.
-230 grain C.MJ.

C = 500 lots
$43.00/C $38.504D
$4300/C $38.501C
$4300/C $38.50rC
$46.00/C $41.00/C

HARD MATCH SWAGED LEAD BULLETS, (5% ANTIMONY + TIN)

All our lead bullets are lubed

with our"Diamond Coat lube Process". Prices and products available upon request.

Canadian B.D.X.
BOX 855
OKOTOKSAB TOI1TO

MONTANA GOLD BULLET
CANADIAN DISTRIBUTOR

Phone (403) 938-5960, FAX 403-938-9705, days or evenings
or E-mail : cdnbdx@cadvision.com
web site: www.canadianbdx.com
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They are off - or close to it.
Around October 23.99, IPSC Canada's National
tm
Team heads out to WSXII. A large many of those team
members are from BC, and we could not be prouder of
BRITISH them. We know that they, and all the other team
COLUMBIAmembers from around Canada, will compete hard, fair
and with skill. Exactly what they do wherever they
compete. BC is very pleased to be a part of this elite group of Canadian
athletes.
Back at home, we are already starting the 2k season. The first Qualifier is
at Burke Mntn. 0ct1799. Match Director, Mark Hamrol, will be attempting to
meet the standard for range use that has been developing over the last few
months. He has incorporated some of the National Classifier stages from
1999 as well as a "B" Zoneless match, unique for Mark.
There are 18 matches tentatively scheduled for the 2k season, including
the Section Championship in Cherryville, where, by the way, they received
approval for their ranges. Cherryville is the proposed host site for the 2001
24th IPSO Canada National Championship. Start making plans now, it will be
a typical BC experience.
IPSO BC is ending the year with the first positive membership growth in the
last three years, 5.03%. It is not a ton, but is positive growth. Activity by our
Training Course (Black Badge) Instructors (TCI) produced more students this
year that in any of the last three. Courses were held to certify TCI which
resulted in more activity. That is the kind of work we all need to be doing to
make certain that there are more and more active shooters in Canada.
Financially, IPSO BC is solid. All bills paid, a good inventory of resale items
such as targets, tape and score cards and minimal outstanding accounts
receivable. A good year.
We saw new clubs get involved this year The Kelowna club came back on
stream after a short absence and Kamloops had an introductory match with
Neal Groff lighting the fire to bring Kamloops back. Well done to all those who
are making us grow stronger.
A special vote of appreciation to everyone around this great country who
has made IPSO Canada what it is today. The NEC is to be complimented for
the attention to our sport. As a member of the NEC, it is a pleasure to work and "debate" - with these dedicated individuals. On behalf of IPSO BC, "Thank
You".
LP

DVC
Murray "DOC" Gardner
Section Coordinator
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Greetings once again from NROI Canada.
It's getting near to the end of the year and we would like to
take this opportunity to remind all officials in Canada that
your RO point cards are due by December 31
Please send them, with the appropriate points recorded for
the level of matches you've worked in 1999.
In case you've forgotten, here's how NROI awards points

for matches.
If you work at a;
Level 1
1 point
Level II
2 points
Level Ill
3 points
Now that's still only one point, even if it's a two or three day match. You
only earn the points once, not for every day worked.
To maintain your status as a Range Officer or Chief Range Officer, you
must earn a minimum of six points each calendar year
VICE PRESIDENT
On another note we'd also like to say congratulations to Jim Forbes of
Quebec on his appointment to NROI as Vice President. Jim's experience
over the years will be of great help to NROI and I'd just like to say,
"welcome aboard Jim".
If you have any questions please don't hesitate to ask. I can be reached a
number of ways.
Tel: (705) 328-3353
P.
fax: (705) 328-0703
email: bmelless@lindsay.igs.net

T A1

Thanks
Bud Melless
President - NROI Cana
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SHOOTING TIPS
WHAT YOU SHOULD SEE WHEN YOU LOOK AT A TARGET
This IPSC game we play always provides me with insights into the human mind At the matches am
constanity amazed at the focus that the shooters take when they look at the targets.
You have undoubtedly heard the conversations. They start with one shooter telling another about one of
the following facets of the match:
1. The no-shoot that is covering the shoot target(s)
2. The partial targets
3. The dreaded"B-Zone" plates
4. The long range shots
I wont go into the damage that these negative thought processes cause both the speaker and the
listener, that is another, article, but let us look at the picture they are creating.
First, the speaker is talking about only one subject although four items are listed above. The subject is
the size of the target surface that has been presented to score upon and, relative to that target, the distance
to that target. We should look at how these factors come into play in our thinking.
If the target surface is large and close, then we can think about shooting it at high speed. As the target
surface becomes smaller, still at close range, then we need to start to think about changing gears down to a
slower speed. A smaller target surface at close range is the same as a larger target surface at a longer
range.
Try this at the range. Put up full targets at Z 10, 15, 20, 25, 35, and 50 metres. Now, lock through your
sights at each target and get the perspective of your sight to the targets. You will find that an upper panel at
10 metres appears to have the same target surface as an full X metre starget. This means that you must
use the same speed of shooting that upper panel on the 10 metre target as the 50 meter full target. Once
you know that you can hit the upper panel on the 10M target, then will come to the realization that you can
hit the full X metre target.
It you are shooting a partial target, then the amount of
scoring surface presented is smaller
and you should look at It as if it were further away.
The distance will determine which
gear you should be in to set the speed to shoot
the target Knowing that a half target is
actually the same as doubling the
distance will assist you in determining the
speed at which you should engage
it Those 10M partials should be engaged
7
similar to a 20M lull target.
The No-Shoots (they do
not exist; deny their existence) which cover the
targets have the same
solution as partials. The scoring surface
presented is smaller. The
No-Shoots do not exist. Ask any of the better
shooters how they avoid NoShoots and all (should) tell you that they do not see
the obstruction, only the
scoring surface they need to hit.
Finally, the dreaded Upper
Panel steel (B-Zone; what about the part in the upper
panel that is scored as an
A?). It is the same as above, a smaller target surface to hit.
It needs to be engaged as if,
it were a longer shot. To practice this shot, use the upper
panel on an IPSC target at
'' IOM, 12M, 15M and 20M. Each shot you fire should be in the
A-Zone. Once you get
confident with shooting these, realize that they are the same size
as the metal plates. With
paper, you can audit your hits: (Mmm, auditing your hits, sounds
like another article about course design and bobbing targets.)
After having sorted out the concept about target surfaces, you should, by now, have a grip on the fact
that smaller targets are the same as longer range targets. This will lead you to shoot the longer range
targets better. A bonus!
Finally, take the time during the winter months to shoot groups. Shoot groups with your match gun, your
.22 handgun (this is cheap and no reloading or picking up cold brass), your rifle, whatever but shoot groups.
No matter how fast you go you cannot make up for a miss I have pro-den that many more times than I
would like to remember.
See you at the matches.
DVC
Doc - Murray Gardner

J

(EDITOR'S NOTE: This

article was written before the deielopment of the"Classic target. The principles

are the same.)
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ARMCO

Machine Er Plating

Gunnar Christensen, Pistolsmith
IPSC Specialist
Tools & Technical Support
for the home gunsmith

ZERO BULLETS
9mm
115grJHP
.38 Super 125 gr FMJ
200 grFMJTC
.40
.45
230 grFMJ
Starting at $75.00/K, mm. 6K
or

6374 Dawson Road

SPEED TIMERS

Prince George, BC
V2K 4X8
Canada

10% discount
to IPSC Canada members

Phone/fax 250.962.9713
Cellular 250.565.7605
e-mail:
Armco@bc.sympatico.ca

$165-00
(taxes and shipping extra)
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CUSTOM HANGUNS

DID YOU MOVE?

Suggested List Price - $185.00 Cdn
Murray Gardner

Tell someone who cares - and matters your Section Coordinatorl
Do NOT send your address corrections
to DILIGENTIA. Your SCgives us the
labels, tell your SC to ensure correct
delivery to you.

DEADLINES
The DILIGENT1A deadlines are:
Volume 11 No.1

January 2000

Deadline for submissions: November 30.1999

P0 Box 78044
Port Coquitlam BC V3B 7H5
Tel. 604.250.2894
FAX 604.250.464.5203
e-mail': mgardner@istar.ca
"

ADVERTISER'S RATE CARD

Rates will be as follows:
$150.00 per issue
Full Page
$ 80.00 per issue
Half Page

Quarter Page
Business Card

$ 50.00 per issue
$ 25.00 per issue

By committing to a full year, tour issues, of
Volume 11 No.2

April 2000

Deadline for submissions : February 28.2000

DILIGENTIA, the advertiser will be able to
deduct 25% per issue. Payment for all four

issues must be made in advance.
Volume 11 No.3

July 2000

Deadline for submissions: May 302000

Volume 11 No.4

October 2000

Deadline for submissions : August 31.2000

Advertisers may change copy each issue
but must supply a camera ready copy of
their advertisement. If no camera ready

copy is provided, a fee for setting up the
advertisement will be charged.

